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ABSTRACT 

This thesis considers the problei of estiiating 
Lanchestei attrition — rate coefficients for an 
aggregated lanchester-type theater-level coabat «odel, 
EILPBlfl, «hlch has been used for various high level 
defense       planning      purposes. Several    alternative 
coefficiect- estiaation «ethodologies are ezaained, 
with their strengths, weaknesses, and problens of 
iipleientatioo    in    BALPBAH    being    discussed. Data 
reguireaeots for coefficient estiaation and approaches 
to aggregation  are also discussed. 
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I.  INlSQDOCJiSM 

A.  SHY RCDEI CCRE1T 

A war caae has been defined (8) as "a sinulaticn, by 

whatever leans, c£ a ailitary operation involving tko or 

■ore cppcsiig forces, condacted using rules, data and 

procedures designed to depict an actual or assumed real life 

situation." It is a systeaatic aethod of studying ailitary 

prckleas and can provide a aeans of gaining experience, 

identifying errors or shortcoaings, and iaproving skills 

without taying the penalties of the real ucrld. 

One cf the significant values of war gaaing is ttat it 

can provide an iapelling stiaulus to innovation, activation 

and creativeness. It establishes an environment that 

challenges and activates a responsible participant. Thus 

different kinds cf war gaaes have been used extensively to 

train officers in ailitary forces throughout the world. 

Another advantage of war gaaing is that a war gase can 

be played on any hypothetical terrain which aay not te areas 

ccctrolled fcj the nation sponsoring the gaae, as oust fce the 

case in field tests and maneuvers that employ real ailitary 

forces. Any nation may employ war gaaing to assess oz test 

ailitary reguireaents and the contingencies with Nhich 

ailitary forces must be able to cope to ensure the security 

and survival cf the nation. 
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B.     OVEBil.i  CF  THESIS 

Ibis paper is cpiposed of seven chapters. In cbaptec 1# 

var gating is discussed and its values are described. 
Cbaptec 2 gives tbree different aetbods for icdelling 
ccitat. These are aar gaaes, siaulatioo and analytical 
■cdcls. Chapter 3 introduces a coaputerized analytical 
aodel ElIIBAB and discusses its analysis use in the Bepublic 
of China. Chapter 4 introduces Markov-dependent fire and 
■eaos of calculating the Lanchester attrition - rate 
coefficient. Chapter 5 discusses the historical« logistic, 
weapon and gualitative data which are required for input to 
siaulaticn oz war gaaing models. Chapter 6 exanines several 
■ethodolcgies such as notional unit, firepower scores and 
the use of satellite aodels for the aggregation of fcrces, 
and the prcblea area to apply Eonder^s approach in BilFBAN. 
Chapter  7 gives scae  final  reaarks. 
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II.    fll^cjßOigGiES foe IM hMklsjl Ql QO&m 

1.  HiB GIBES 

A vai gate, as defined by Sender (2) , is a  step  cencved 

frca tb€ reality of a field experiment or a field exercise 

wherein ccly teais of players representing the ccsianding 

officers and tfceir staffs are included. 

About 30C0 B.C., the Chinese people invented a gams 

called "lei Chi" and it is still played tcday on a stjlized 

■ap board with black and white colored stones and ucn ty the 

player kbo succeeded in outflanking his opponent. Perhaps 

that was tte origination of war gaaes U2] . But it was in 

the seventeenth century chess like gaaes reflecting the 

lilitary developoent came to a new age. In 1644, 

Christopher Heikhaaan of Ola developed a war chess called 

the "King's Gaae." It is said to have been highly regarded 

(is an aid in lilitary training. Since then various kitds of 

lilitary chess were invented in «any different countries. In 

1824, a war caie was played before General Vcn nufflinc, the 

Chief cf General Staff of Prussia. He had received the 

players rather ecldly at first, but as the operations 

expanded en the »ap and move by aove the ccabatants vorked 

out their plans, the old general's face lit up and at last 

he broke cut with enthusiasm: "It's not a gaae at all, it's 

training fcr war. I shall recoaoend it enthusiastically to 

the whole any $2) ." 

This was the  beginning of the war game as a serious 

-- miäui ..^.^.,,-..^„..-^■.■^■^-^..^■^■-^^^■-■■^^-■.^■.w^^,^^^^^.--1- ■ ■ .^.aiaaggijjMattajagaa^^ 
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■ilitacy [ursuit which was to spread to alacst every ccuotry 
Kith iilitatj pretensions. But what is the usefulness of 
war gaies? It is net any information acquired fro« then, 
but the test they present to combatants of tactical and 
strategical knowledge. "The only difference from actual war 
is the atsence of danger, of fatigue, of responsibility and 
of the fricticn involved in maintaining discipline and these 
factors are all important in war." said lilJcinso? (1653 to 
1937) ,  who was a British military reformer. 

Iheo (laying sp called free war games, assessments 
regarding tit effects of combat and other decisions were 
made subjectively by a control team of experienced military 
officers. So a high variance of the results was expected if 
different decision makers were used. And because it takes a 
long time tc develop and to play a single game, it is not a 
feasible mechanism for analyzing a broid spectrum of system 
alternatives in a responsive manner to meet planning cycle 
reguirements. 

B.      SIHOUTICH 

Bar games can he simulated also by using computers* To 

develop this kind of model, the military process is studied 

and microscopically decomposed into basic events and 

activities, which are to be ordered in a logical seguenqe 

and programmed . Befpre being able to compute, the computer 

must be fed with data and parameters such as firing rate, 

kill probabilities, etc. »hen the start key is pressed, 

those events and activities of the different combat process 

are essentially followed in a specified sequence Baking 

decisions based upon predetermined rules. The final outcome 

will be printed out at the end of simulation. 

10 
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Since ccifcat ftocesses contain a large amber of 

ptotabilistic events and activities, simulation lodels 

requite prctatility distributions for aany of the input 

variables and generate the probability distributions fcr the 

output variables or results. If statistical saipling 

techniques involving the generation of pseudo random ncibers 

are eiplcyed, the siaulation is called a Honte Carlo 

siiulaticn. Hcnte Carlo sinulation «odels are employed in 

Military [laming studies. 

Bonte Carlo simulations tend to be more abstract than 

war games tut are still much more concrete than» for 

ezasple, the Lanchester-type combat models discussed below. 

For instance, two Marine Corps colonels fighting a var game 

over Cuba are a much subtler model of a real campaign than a 

ccmpnter trying tc simulate the same thing. This is because 

the human brain can still perform a much wider variety of 

processes than the most elaborate electronic computer. A 

computer can bandle much more data with accuracy and speed, 

but it cannot make qualitative judgements or deal aith 

intangible factors such as leadership and morale. 

C.  AMÄL1IIC HCDEIS 

Like simulations, analytic models also have no player 

involvement. To develop a model of this kind, we first 

stud; the combat process and decompose it iuto its basic 

events and activities. He then describe them 

mathematically. finally one integrates these events and 

activity descriptions into an overall assumed mathematical 

structure of the process. By consistent mathematical 

operations, solutions can be obtained which will indicate 

the relationship between independent and dependent variables 

of combat effectiveness.  When such a relationship can be 

11 
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developed, it cbviously siaplifies the conduct of 

sensitivity analysis and provides an increased ease in 

interpreting the results, since the cenbat dynaiics are 

contained ic readily exanined equations. Sc»€tiaes 

analytical scluticns can not be obtained by appropriate 

■atfaeiatical techniques, but nunerical approximations are 

often ottaitable. This provides substantial reductions in 

cost and tine for the conduct of military analysis. 

Analytic aodels can be either deteministic or 

prcbabilistic. In the deteroinistic case, the same set of 

input values always produce the sane set of output results; 

while in the probabilistic case, some of the input variables 

have probability distributions and produce different results 

over the cutout variables. Beplications are desirable in 

prcbabalistic case. 

Combat is a process that does not readily lend itself to 

measurement. The operational effectiveness of combat 

systems ate often times edicted by military personnel. They 

are ot experimentally verified. Thus they should not be 

usec as an evaluation mechanism to provide accurate, point 

estimate predictions of combat effectiveness for use by 

decision Bakers. They should be used only for analysis 

purposes so as to have a better understaning of the system 

dynamics. For this purpose, a large number of parasetric 

variations of the nodel variables is required. As a 

consequence, for such parametric studies analytic models are 

preferred to simulations and war games. 

Among lacy analytical models developed in the United 

States, EAIEBAM (Balanced Force Requiremenr Analysis 

Hetbcdology) is the one which has been used by Republic of 

China nilitary personnel as a tool to analyze their 

contingency {lans. BALFfiAtl will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 

12 
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III.      SiiPBIM 

A.     GEMBBiL   DESCfllETION 

EALfBAB (Balanced        Force Reguireient Analysis 

Hetbcdolcgy) is a cpiputei war gaaing sodel. It consists of 
scie 10,000 PORTBA« stateaents. The basic progra« is 
priiarily an analytical bookkeeping device which provides a 
fraaeuoik vithin which problems of force teguirenents and 
capabilities can be analyzed and the effectiveness of force 
levels aud fcice aizes can be evaluated. The entire progras 
consists of two subprograas, nasely, the NODH program and 
the OCSF frogran. The NODE program, when provided with the 
scenario geccraphy abstracted from a hypothesized campaign 
environment in terms of nodal points and lines of access 
betwejen nodes, will compute the natrices of ainimum distance 
between nodes and of next nodes on the path of minimum 
distance. The DCS? program, when provided with inputs of 
force characteristics and contingency logic (tactical 
decision rules) will move units over the scenario geography, 
enabling tbem to engage according to the scenario and 
cosputing tbe outcose of the engagements according to 
appropriate iight laws designated by the user. The program 
is user oriented. It is very flexible and may be used to 
examine a wide range of military applications. 

In order to use BALBBAH, scenario geography must first 
be abstracted into npdes representing geographical locations 
at which battles may take place and translated into 
congruous EAIfBAM terms.     Then force  characteristics  and the 

13 
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tactical decision rules nust be fociulated and described 

through tfce ose of BALFBAU descriptors. In certain sense, 

EAIfBlH is not a complete war ganing aodel until a set of 

descriptors en force characteristics and contingency logic 

has been prepared and assenbled to coapose a scenario. 

B.  SISI£B AEfLICAIIOH 

1 siiplified systea organization cf BAIPBAM is shown 

in figure 1 as a tree type diagraa. 

it,.. 
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SYSTEM SUPF^ . .SOR 
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Figure   1   -      SYSTEM   OtlGÄNIZATICN 
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It sboHs the steps in control and execution of a 

scenario fie« the tine inputs are submitted to the 

cciputaticn center until the tiae final outputs are prcduced 

alcng functional lines. The idea cf having three 

suferviscrs each in charge of a specific step in the 

execution pzecess is well conceived. 

2.  SlStef Opgt^tion 

In crder to use BALFBAH, the usei aust develop a 

scenario and translate it into congruous EALFBAH inputs. 

First, scenario geography is subaitted to the coaputation 

center in tatrix fcra as inputs to MOOB prograa. Outputs 

frca BOOB serves as geographical inputs to DCSF prcgraa. 

Tten ether irpots (fprce characteristics, icveaent logic and 

battle legic) are submitted to the coaputation center as 

inputs tc CCSF prcgran. Outputs from DCSF prcgraa are the 

final results of the scenario with respect to specific sets 

of paraaeters. BALFBAB naintains no data base except the 

MODB and CCSf files which are on a scenario to scenario 

basis. All outputs froo both NODB and DCSF prograa are 

returned to the users. 

C.  HAIBEEAIICII EiCRGfiOONO 

1«  i<§n£kester.ls Classic Combat Models 

Ibe aatheaatical foundation of BALFBAB rests en the 

extention acd enrichient of Lancbester's classic theory of 

ccabat between two opposing forces. Lanchester (1668 to 

1946) was an English aeronautical engineer, who believed 

16 
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that "one cf the great questions at the root of all strategy 

is that cf ccncentcation; the concenttaticn of the whole 

resources cf a telligerent on a single purpose or otject, 

and concurrectly the concentration of the lain strength of 

his force, «bether naval or ailitary, at cne point in the 

field of cperations 05) .n To prove this pcintf Lancbester 

■ade a siaplified jatheaatical analysis of the relation of 

oppcsing forces in battle. He «rote the faious »Lancbester 

equations" in 1914 under the assumption that: 

(1) Ivo opposing forces each capable of inflicting 

casualties en the ether are engaged in coabat, 

(2) Each unit engaged in battle are within the 

firing range cf all pther eneay units, and 

(3) Ecth sides use aiaed fire. 

Ihen  the coabat between the two opposing forces was 

acdelled ty 

da/dt =-ay wjth x(t=0)=xo 

dj/dt »-bx with y(t=0)=yQ 

C3.1) 

where 

i(t)=the nuabers of X force at tiae t 

y(t)*the nuabers of T force at tiae t 

a*atxition rate of Z force 

b=attritioo rate of X force 

and t= 0 denctes the tine at which the battle begins, 

17 
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fici  (3.1)  Lanchester deduced his classical square 

lav 

kd^ltn'a^-rtt)) (3.2) 

which iiflies that i| one side coaaitted acre forces to 

tattle at th€ very beginning, his casualties will be reduced 

sigoificaotl}. 

lie  histcrj pf force lev«sl, x (t) and y(t) were given 

by 18 

x(t)»Xo Cosh/äI)t-y,/ä7I)Sinh/abt 

J(t)=Jo Cosh/äBt Xo/ETaSinh/äbt 
C3.3) 

If assuaptipn  (3)  is changed to be area fire, the 

acdel beccaes 

da/dt =-axj with x(t=0)=Xo 

dj/dt =-bxj with y(t=0)=yo 

(3.4; 

Ibe state egaation is given by 

k (Xj-x) »a (^-y) (3.5) 

2nd    the    tiae    history of,  for exaafle,  the X  force 

level is  given by 

( b*o-ay. 

'I b x0-a'-Jo ?xp[{a'j0-bx0) t]  I 
i   for bx0?t ay0 

x(t) 

1 -f b x0 t 
f cr     bx0= dy: (3.6) 
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2.  fÜllISfitial fiaht Läjig 

light lavs define the nuaber of surviving ccupcnents 

of each side as a function of tine. BAIFBAM contains two 

ta£ic differential fight laus: the square law and the 

linear lau. Ihey are a aodified version of the Lanchester's 

equations. 

a. Square Law 

The square  law   has  the fora 

cx/dt=-ay-c with x(t=0)=x« 

cj/dt=-bx-e with j(t=0)=yl 

(•3.7) 

where x(t)r y (t) , a and b are defined as in (3.1) and c is 

the excgenccs firepower paraaeter that represents the 

increaental capability of y to inflict attrition On x by 

virtue of the exogenous firepower available to y, and e is 

defined siiilarly. 

The state equation is given by 

{fhx,*  e//b)-(/bx*e//b)2 =(/äy,+<y/a)2-(/ay+c//a)2 (33) 

given by 

Inalytic sulutions are always available and are 

x(t) = ((/TJx.+e/^) Cosh JIht~{{&y9 *c/fk) Sinh /alt)//l)-e 

C3.9) 

J<t) = ( ( /äyo ♦c/Za) Cosh/alt-(/IBx« +s/fh) Sinh/rBt)//ä-c 
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lh€ differential fight lavs contain the inflicit 

assuiptics that this exogenous fire is aiied (rather than 

area) fire utich is subject to discussion. 

t.  linear Lav 

Ifae linear lav  has the forn 

oi/dt=-axy-c vith x(t=0)=xo 

oy/dt=-fcxy-e vith I (t=0) =ya 

(3.10) 

vbere xf]yt(c(and e are as previously defined. The rate of 

attritioc of each side is dependent on the nunber of 

surviving ccifonents of both sides. This is because the 

assonpticc cf area fire: the acre coaponents in an area 

receiving uniformly distributed fire, the sore casualties 

incurred; and the acre coaponents firing into the area, the 

ncie casualties thay vill inflict. 

Ihe state eguation is given by 

k (x,-x) «a (ye-y) for bc=ae an) 
In case e=c=0# analytic suluticns for equation 

(3.10) exist. 

(a) bx«=ayc 

x(t)»x./{Ubtx. ) 

nt)=yJ/(1+aty0 ) 

(t) bxp^ay. 

(3.12) 
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i (t) =/i7iEK/(exp (/äbkt)-r) 
(3.13; 

5 (t) =/F7äexp (/äbkt) /(exp (/Tbkt)- r) 

»here  r=txi/ay0 and  k=/äTb^-^tT^Xo 

«hen c * Or e * 0 or both c, e * 0, no analytic 

sclution exists and it is necessary to pecfcio a ounerical 
solution cf egoaticn   (3.10). 

Kote: Iben one side uses aiied fite and the 
ctter uses area fire, one side suffers attrition at a rate 
picfcrticnal to only the nunber of firers, while the other 
at a rate proportional to the product of the nunfcer of 
firers and the nunter of targets. The resulting coatat law 
is called the "tixed lav." BALFRAH can also accoaiodate 
this sitcatico. 

D.      BAIFEAH   EECCBSS 

Although SALPBAH is usually referred to as a cotputer 
war gaaing ncdel, it is essentially a high order conpiler 
.language. It can be regarded as oodel only when a ccnplete 
set of inputs (descriptors) has been prepared and asseabled 
tc for« a hypothesized scenario. The essential iaputs 
consist cf tbree categories. They are scecario geography, 
force characteristics, and contingency logic (tactical 
decision  rules).  Figure 2  shows the entire  EILPRAS     process. 

'   :--^>--'"v-**-"f^^^" 
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1» i£i9ä|i2 Geography 

Scenario geography is abstracted fron a projected 

caapaign eovircnaeot into nodes and lines of access between 

the«. The ncdes represent defined geographic areas or 

specific locations. They can be located on land, on sea or 

even Nin tbe airM as the scenario reguires. The area 

represented tj a ncde can range in size fro» that reguired 

fcr an infantry sguad to that reguired for a battle between 

corps or field araies. The lines of access between nodes 

and their associated distances represent the lines of 

coaaunicaticn ever which the forces and logistics of both 

sides aust acve. Ihe aoveaent of coabat units during the 

course of battle aast also follow these routes. The network 

of nodes can be as detailed as reguired by the scenario. 

Given a netwerk cf nodes, the MODH prograa will compute the 

sbcrtest distance route between any twe nodes in the 

network. Geographical irregularities such as acuntains, 

rivers and swaaps can also be input to the network for 

assessing the effects of force deployaent and mobility on 

battle cutccie, 

2«  Icrce ^h^raqteyj.sties 

Force characteristics refer to the number, type and 

nature of units each side can coaait to battle, the aotility 

of rate at which each unit can aove over the scenario 

geography, the coabat effectiveness in teras of the ability 

to inflict casualties on the eneay units, and the breakpoint 

in tera cf the nuabes of casualties each unit can sustain 

before being defeated. In BALFBAH, the unit is a conceptual 

cne. It can consist of several units with each unit 

retaining its cwn  characteristics or a fraction of a unit 

23 
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Hbich possess the saae attrition capability, lobilitj and 

breakpoint as the unit. Units of different sizes can be 

input into EALfBAH as force equivalents of the standard unit 

which is designated .by the user. As to ships and airplanes, 

the sase jrirciple applies. They can be input into BlIfBAH 

either as a single ship (or airplane) or as naval (cr air 

force) units. 

3«  gentinggncy iocjic 

Ccntiogency logic refers to the sequential tactical 

decision rule or the nay forces are to be employed during 

the course cf caipaign. A typical example of initial 

deployaeat «ould te «hat proportion of ground forces are to 

be deployed to front line conbat positions and what 

pxopcrticn cf forces are to be held as reserves, and the 

relative pesition or locations the front line units and the 

reserves are to occupy. An example of force utilization 

would be what proportion of tactical air force are to be 

used for close aix support and «hat proportion for air to 

air cosbat. After initial deploynent, it »ay become 

necessary to change deployment policy or mission allocations 

contingent upon some specific events which might occur. 

These contingent activities provide the operational 

priorities and lovement logic «hich govern the way in which 

a unit conducts its operation as the scecaiio progresses. 

The general tcim of contingent logic input statement is "if 

some condition is true, the specified units do the 

following.n In developing logical operations, the users are 

cautioned to be consistent. Inconsistencies may cause one 

logical step to be negated by another. 

Here are two types of contingency logic inputs, 

namely, battle logic inputs and movement logic inputs: They 

can be sosmaiized as follows. 
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a.  Eattle Logic 

Cescrike forces  involved and nodes  at ubich 

tattles are tc occur. 

Specify  attrition  factors and criteria  for 

tattle tenicaticn. 

Eezait orders of battle of several units to be 

■erged. 

Specifj   allocation  and  effectiveness  of 

suffcrticg veapons. 

iroportionally assign and redistribute forces. 

Cescrite logistic  pipelines and interdiction 

effects. 

Vary paraneters such as order  of   battle, 

firepower, ictility. 

*Ffiy principles of concentration. 

I 

fc.  Kcveient Logic 

Bove units fron  node to node contingent on 

arrival events. 

Eelocate units contingent on defeat events or at 

specified tiie. 

Peroit withdrawal if force ratio is unfavorable. 

25 
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Cause  one force  to chase another. 

Establish a  sequential   link  up  of forces. 

Eedeploy  units after   battle  is   wen. 

Irace loveaent of PEBA (forward edge of the 

battle  area) . 

**•     l££ais iSä Outputs 

a. BCEB Prograa 

Inputs to this program represent the scenario 

gecgrapby abstracted in aatrix fora with elements 

representicg direct distance between nodes. The outputs are 

(1) aatrix cf direct distance oetween node pairs, (2} aatrix 

of ainimui distance between node pairs, and (3) aatrix of 

neit nodes ct the path of ainiuuo distance. 

b. CCSF Prograa 

Beside the preprocessed scenario geocraphy 

inputs frca BCDB program, additional inputs tust be provided 

to construct a BALFB1H scenario. These include force levels, 

acfcility, indices cf combat effectiveness, defeat criteria, 

and attriticc rates. The initial concept of operation must 

also be developed and formulated as battle and icvement 

logic irputs. The outputs include the "battle histcry" and 

the "end cf campaign suamary". The fcraer provides a 

chxonolcgical record of the scenario showing the location 

anc next  objectives of forces,  location and status  of 

26 
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battles, and the size of forces involved at each tattle 
step. The latter, surviving forces on both sides, 
casualties resulting froa exogenous fire, and the duration 
of the battle, in output of sensitivity analysis results 
can also be obtained at the option of the user. 

5-     Cipatjiities 

Treating heterogeneous forces as honcgeneous, 
EAIPBAH provides an aggregated approach to the simulation of 
conventional conflicts between two opposing forces cotpesed 
of ground, air and naval units. It can be used to assess the 
capabilities of the coaponent ground, air and naval eleaent - 
in their coordinated support of a ailitary operation or to 
ccspare the soundness of tactical decisions by examining the 
effects cf alternative courses of action upon the outccae of 
a conflict. The software program can also generate gaae 
theoretic sclutions to probleas of force allocation and 
perfora sensitivity analysis to quantify relationship 
between input and output, thus providing a framework for 
analyzing the tradeoffs between component forces and 
deriving  cptiial force level objectives. 

EiLfSAH is primarily a simulation model for a 
unified high ccamand. It can be used to model combat at the 
theater level. There is no explicit stateaent on the level 
cf force or ouiber of units it can handle; however, the 
primary inputs on iorce characteristics and contingency 
logic in the fcra cf data cards usually do not exceed 300 
per scenario. 

A typical exaaple of the kind of sensitivity 
analysis EllFBAM can perfora would be the X-force 
superiority, parity and T-force superiority analysis based 
on     the    variations    of    Y - force    levels    as    shown     in the 
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folloHlng  figure. 
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£.  0TIL12ÄIICN OF BALPRAM IS TUE REPÜELIC Cf CHINA 

EAIFEAH vas first introduced to the Reputlic of China in 

carl; 1S70*s. Since then, BALFEAN has been used in 

cccjuncticn kith manual var gaaes. Because computer war 

games as «ell as manual var games can ccly represent the 

tattle field reality to seme extent, playing them 

simultaneously using the same scenario would hopefully 

elininate seme of the weaknesses of both. 

A major difficulty encountered in using EALFRAH was the 

deterninaticn of attrition rate coefficients for different 

types of units. EAIFBAH treats units from the same Service 

(e.g. Army) as being homogeneous regardles cf their «eapon 

characteristics and units frei different Services (e.g. Army 

and Air force) as heterogeneous forces. The use of notional 

units in BAIIRAH wherein units fron the sane Service are 

suffosedlj brought to equal footing by pooling and 

normalizing their resources by the standard unit is a step 

in the right direction toward the estimation of attrition 

rate coefficients. However, it falls short cf achievirg its 

goal because cf the definition of homogeneity. An example 

may help to illustrate this point. 

For exasple, if an infantry division is used as the 

standard ucit and given a value of 1.0, i.e. one notional 

unit. An armored division is found to be eguivalent to two 

infantry divisions and is given a value of 2.0, i.e. two 

notional units. This means that the casualty inflicting 

capability of an armored division is twice as that cf an 

infantry division. However, in terms of other contributions, 

an armored division may be worth more than two infantry 

divisions.  The  use  of  armored  divisions  for  the 
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exfloitatioQ of tattle victories is a possible case. The 
defeat of fiance by Geraany in the Second icxld Hat is an 
example of such an instance. On the other hand, an infantry 
division lay be equivalent to an anored division under 
certain  ccabat sitcations. 

Due to its aggregate nature, BALFBAH's approach with 
respect to this ptoblea was to leave the determination of 
attrition-rate coefficients to the user. It seeied to 
suggest that this uuold increase the flexibility and 
applicability of BAIFBAH in that the user «as free to choose 
the attritioc coefficients and simulate «any types of 
■ilitary operations. In view of the level of coacand at 
which BlIFfilB was intended to be used, it had achieved its 
objectives adairably. However, for aore effective use at 
relatively lower levels of ccaaand, BALfBAB can be iaproved 
by eaplcying other existing aethodologies to estiaate 
attrition-rate coefficients for different types of units and 
under  different sets of circuastances. 

Another difficulty encountered was the calculation of 
ICi (index of coabat effectiveness). Because ICE reflects 
the status or coabat effectiveness condition of a unit 
(training, activation, experience, sustaining capability, 
etc.), the deteraination of ICE is priaarily a aatter of 
judgeaent and to a large extent a subjective one. The 
problea «as further complicated when inforaation regarding 
the eneay troops concerning these factors is incoaplete and 
can not be relied upon. Under these circuastances, the 
results of tbe siaulation could easily be teapered to please 
one's superior. The net result of all this would be 
tantaaount to the negation of the purpose of the entire 
effort. 

One way of attacking this problem would be to develop a 
aethodology    for    estiaating    the    ICE*s of various types of 
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units Hitb respect to quantitative and qualitative factocs 

Hbich have a direct bearing on the effectiveness of a unit 

to carry en cctbat. It is true that a HOB (neasure of 

effectiveness) for such factors is hard to decide on because 

it is difficult to devise a acceptable sesaurenent of these 

factors ubich «ill provide a reasonable approzinaticn to the 

IC£. BAIIBAB took a passive approach to...tJi.i s prcblen as in 

the case cf attrition-rate coefficients. An active approach 

would be to develop a nethodology and incorpcrate it in the 

prcgrai fcr the estiaation of ICE of various types of units. 

Ibis is acst desirable on the part of the users. 

In EÄLFBifl, ICI is a aultiplicative factor acting upon 

the attriticn-rate coefficient. It nay net be realistic 

because tte attrition- rate coefficient should have a 

diiinishing aarginal return with respect to increasing the 

ICE. A curve sucb as an exponential light be acre suitable 

to describe this relationship. 
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:n.   isiiBAiiON OP ^211131211-8121 COEPFICIEHTI 

ID the utiliiaticn of a Lanchester — type Model, the 

essential part is to detenaine numerical values for 

Lanchester attrition- rate coefficients frcn weapon system 

pexforaance data. Two significant developments in this field 

appeared during the 1960^, nanely, (1) the development of 

■etbcdolcgy fcr the prediction of Lanchester attrition - rate 

coefficiects from weapon system performance data by S. 

Bender (3) and C. Earfoot (l) and (2) the developaeot of 

methcdolcgy fcr the estimation of such coefficients fro» 

Beute Carlo siiulaticn output by G. Clark (6] . He vill 

discuss ttese aethcdologies in this chapter. 

A.  BABKCV CEIENDEIT FIRE 

The furpese ot firing a gun is to destrcj a target. So 

tbe bit distribution is of interest in weapon system 

analysis wer)'. If ve could assume that the hit probability 

is the saae for all rounds and each of then is independent 

of the others, then the Binomial distribution would be 

suitable for the bit distribution. 

Let 6 be a random variable denotes the number of rounds 

hit the tvrget with each round has hit probability p, then 

for firing n rounds, the probability that at least one round 

hit the target is given by 

Pr( H i 1 ) = 1-Pr( H = 0 ) = 1-( 1-p f (4-1) 

.„■-^■-.„^:.,^l.v..^...jn..|^.i1|^. 
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Eut in »any circuastances this model is icadequate 
because fire can be adjusted and aim points foe rounds are 
net  statistically  independent. 

Bender assuned that the firing process is a Earkov 
process that is the weapon systea perfomance depending only 
on  the cutccie of   the  last  round fired.     Define 

p « trofc( hit  on first round ) 

g ■  liot { liss  on  round] ilss en-previous rcund  ) 

then eguation   <U.1)   lay   be  revised as 

e»-l 
Er( E 2  1 J  «   1-(  1-p )   g ,  for n > 1 C4.2) 

This paper will deal with this type of firing process 

anö callec it Harkov-dependent fire. 

E.  ECMDEE'S HITHCC 

Becall the Lanchester-type eguations fcr combat between 

tve hoiogenecus forces 

dx/dt =-ay with x (t=0) =xc 

dy/dt =-ba with y (t=0) =yo 

(4.3) 

In this lodel, a and b are called the Lanckester 

attrtion-tat€ coefficient. For example, a represents the 

rate at which a single 7 weapon system destroys t targets. 

It has the disensicn of 

(X casualties)/((number of Y units)•(unit time)) 

3U. 
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Ecndei has defined A,   a  randon variable«  as the  rate    of 
destructicD  cf I target and  its value  is given by 

l/l CM) 

«here T is a randca variable denotes the tine for a Y firer 

to kill an X target.   The "average" rate of   target 

destructicc would be the expected value of A, denoted ky a 

and 

ä = M A ) = E( l/T ) a-5) 

Hove^er, in a paper published in 1969, Earfoot pointed 

out the average attrition of equation (4.5) is inadequate as 

veil as net lathenatically tractable. Be suggested defining 

the average kill rate as the reciprocal of the expected tine 

to destrcj a target. 

i = l/E(I) (4.6) 

Ihe  reason is that in    Bonder's model     the    probability 
distribution    function    represents the fractions  or  targets 
killed for which each rate  is used, then the    harmonic    mean 
of  the rates should  be used.   If the probability distribution 
function represents the fraction of the tine that each rate 
is used, then the arithmatic mean of a set of attrition 
rates will ke appropriate. 

Equation (4.6) agrees with the intuitive definition of 
a, the average attrition rate is the ratio cf the number of 
targets killed in a large number of battles to the time 
interval over which the targets were killed. If n targets 
are killed and t is the time interval between which targets 
i-1 and  i vere killed,  then 
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a = n 

i=l 

(4.7) 

In a later paper (a), Bender suggested a way to calculate 

E( I) as 

EiD^+t.-th + ith*^)/PK+((t«.*t+)/p). ((1-U)/PK+U-F, ) C4.8) 

where 

ta-  tine to acquire targets 

ti « tine tc fire  the first round 

th=  tine to fire a round,  given the preceeding   rcucd was 
a  hit 

tm-  tiie tc fire  a round,   given the preceeding   round  was 
a  siss 

tf=  projectile  flight  tine 

p, =  first round  hit  probability 

pK= the cenditiocal probability of kill,  given  a hit 

xx    «    cocditiocal    probability    of    a    hit,     given      the 
preceeding rcund fired hit  the target,  and 

p    s    cocditiocal    probability    of    a    hit,     given      the 
preceeding  icund fired missed  the target. 

Prof.  lajlor stated that  if    the    following    assumptions 
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can be justified. 

(1)   t S  c 

(2) t. »thst.pst =l/v,  where v denotes the rate  of  fire, 

(3) i *  c « f, » ph,  where  phdenotes the single shot    hit 

prctatility,  and 

(4) t4z c 

Then equation (4.8) can be simplified as follows 

im = l/(v.p) M) 

where p = p„p hfK 

C.  CLARK'S BCCiL 

G. Clark [6) has added another factor, target acquisition 

prcbabilitj, into Lanchester- type combat models in his 

development cf the COHAN (COHbat Analysis) acdel. 

Ihe funcaiental concept used in constructing the CCHAN 

model is a kill rate for specified firer/ target —type 

ccibinaticns. These kiJl rates are estimated from 

simulaticn data and they provide insights as to the relative 

effectiveness of various weapon types withcut resorting to 

nuierous sisclation runs. 

Clark pcints out that for modelling purposes a target is 

acguired by a firer when fire can be directed towards the 

target's pcsiticn. Acquisition can be accomplished by 

visually detecting the target so that its pcsition is known 
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aod then directing fire at the position where the target is 

actually located. This is the case when direct fire weapons 

are used. Ecvever indirect fire weapons such as artillery 

can be fired ever bill aasses that obstruct a line oi sight 

between the firer and acquired target position. So knowledge 

of the exact target position can be acquired by firing at 

likely area for targets to be located until fire happens to 

be directed at an actual target position by chance. 

The effects of target acquisition are introduced by 

using the picbability that a target is unacquired as a 

parameter. Define 

p » the probability that a specific X target is 

unacquired bj an individual Y firer, and 

g = the corresponding probability for a I target X firer 

ccubinaticn. 

then 

dx/dts-ajM-p*) 

dy/dt=-fcx(1-qy) 

(4.10) 

where a>C,b>C,G4p<1 and  0<q<l. 

It can be seen that if    targets    are    readily     acquired, 
equation   (4.10)   becones 

dx/dt=-aj 

dy/ät=-tx 
(4.n) 

which is  the familiar Lanchester's square  law. 
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üben individual targets becone increasincly difficult to 
acquire that is the probability of a target being uoacguired 
assuae values close to one, the coabat situation represented 
by equation (4.10) is equivalent to the situation envisioned 
by Lancbester wben be formulated the linear law. Ibis 
relationship is shown by expressing equation (4.10) as a 
function of p and q and expanded in a Taylor secies about 
the  points  E»1,qs1 

dx/dt»f(p) 

»-ay(1-p") 

»-ay(f (1)*f« (1) (p-1)+fM(1)/2!) (p-1)   ♦...) 

=»-ay(-i(p-1))=-a^y(1-p) 

siiilacly 

dy/dt=-bi3(1-q) a.i2) 

] i 

■ 
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ID tunning a simlation or war gaaiog model, a wide 

range of factors aust be considered. Though siaplifying 

parity assuaftions can be Bade regarding ccnaon factors, 

quantified values aust be provided to describe those factors 

for which differences exist between the tvc opposing fcrces. 

Ibis gives rise to the problea of input data requireients, 

Hbich is crucial tc the estiaation of attrition coefficients 

for different types of units under different coabat 

situations. 

Ihe data leguired for input to simulation or war gaaing 

■cdels for the evaluation of ailitary frcbleas can be 

classified into foor categories: 

A.  BISICEICil Dill 

Since tie foraulation of the linear and square lavs by 

Lanchester in 1914, substantial aaount of research work has 

been done in the area of aatheeatical aodeling of coabat. 

Efforts in this respect were primarily centered on the 

eitention and enriahaent of Lanchester's theory of coabat, 

which has been validated to be adequate to represent the 

dynaaic pxccess of classic coabat by: 

(1) Belabcld using data on twenty seven battles which 

occurred in the Onited States between 1759 to 1945 (also 

several subsequent studies (lOj [14) ) , 
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(2) Engel using the Iwo Jioa engageient data cf the 

Second Ncxld Sar, 

(3) lillard using data of the land battles of the years 

1618 to 1SC8, and 

(4) leiss using Inecican Civil Har data. 

Bovevet, using historical data to estimate the 

pazaaetexs cf Lanchester — type coibat aodel must be very 

careful because: 

(1) Bistcrical data fron different sources usually are 

net consistent, 

(2) It is difficult to decide hew tc count reserves, 

reinforceieot and «aneuvering elenents, 

(3) Casualties nay in soae instances have been estimated 

by subtractiog "stength after battle" fron "strenth before 

battle**. It is a value calculated fron two inaccurate 

nunbers hence large errors nay by expected, and 

(4) Ihe duraticn of engagenent is unreliable, usually it 

is estiaated by the author. 

U 

Furtheracre, along these same lines Helmbold [ll) has 
discussed the uselessness of historical data for taking 
future ccabat outcome predictions. Heanvhile, different 
tyies of siiulation and «ar gaming models have been 
developed since the end of the Second Norld Har. Hhile war 
gaming technigues are being energetically extended to fields 
where little cr DO previous experience with the technigues 
in sophisticated form exists, essentially no parallel 
efforts have been made to compile and analyze data on past 
military    engagements.    This    nay    be    attributed       to       the 
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fcllONing rcascns: 

(1) ihec nations uece at war with each ether, they would 

t€ so engulfed in it that they could not afford to divert 

their effort to data collection, 

(2) Ifaougb auch can be and have been learned by studying 

the successes and failures in past wars, few nations have 

had the chance to fight a war in the sane general situation 

a second tiie, and 

(3) iven if actual coakat data on past wars were 

available, it was doubtful whether they vculd be of any 

sigaificact value to ailitary analysis because of the rapid 

advances in science and technology. New weapons which have 

great iapact on ailitary doctrine and the concept of 

operations have been developed. The kind of war which will 

be fought hy forces equipped with these weapons will 

definitely be different from past wars. 

In vie» of the above, the value cf historical data 

resides only in the validation of models; it has only 

liaited usefulness in predicting the outcoae of future wars. 

This has led to the present trend of using cosputer 

siiulaticn and var gaaing to generate data for ailitary 

analysis. 

E.  LOGISIICS CÄIÄ 

Logistics input data are particularly susceptible to 

guantificaticn. Appropriate data on practically every thing 

that can be proctred, transported, used and consumed exist 

in soae tangible fera. Iteas steh as eguipoent, aaaunition, 

focd,  gasoline, etc.,  fall into this category.  Data such 
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as distances, aeans cf transportation, volume and veight to 
be ttansfccted, tine in transit, etc., are readily available 
and can be used as inputs. Furtherncre, logistics 
requirement for each type of units can be established and 
placed kitbic reasonable bounds. This «ill facilitate 
pzeparatico and processing for use. However, currently it 
is net ksewn bow these logistic factors influence coibat 
capability. In particular, there is no coaacnly accepted (or 
used) procedure for nodifying combat capability due to 
logistic shortfalls. 

C.      HEiPOH   Z1IA 

Heapcn data include range, rate of fire, lethality, etc. 
Osing these characteristics, different types of «eapens or 
weapon systems can be converted into input data by firepower 
sccre cr ether appropriate methods. In most cases, 
information en enemy weapon characteristics is not 
available. Estimates are obtained based on known data and 
weapon characteristics of one's own forces. Thus the 
effectiveress of conventional weapons can be compared and 
evaluated. However, in the case of tactical nuclear 
weapons, the problem is complicated. Not only are lethal 
areas significant, but troop density in the area at the 
time, and the protective cover or exposure are also 
significant factors. In addition, contamination effects 
which deny the area to both friendly and enemy use must also 
be considered. Since tactical nuclear weapons have never 
been used in the past, their psychological effects in actual 
combat situation with respect to the morale and will to 
fight of troops involved is not known. Presumably estimates 
can be made, but how close these estimates can be tc the 
real  effects  is not ascertainable. 

«W^l"!"»  ' -'■—"■■-■ j^.^fc^a m  - 
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D.  QQALIIAIIVE DÄIA 

The t€ri qualitative data refers to such factors as 

discipÜDe, Bctivation, courage, morale, will to fight, etc. 

By prcfessiocal iilitary judgenent, these factors can be 

assigned quantified values to represent different levels or 

degrees using scaling method. Qualitatve standards such as 

outstanding, superior, good, etc., can be assigned numerical 

values, which can be used as multipliers to upgrade or 

degrade tte expected performance of a unit. But factors 

such as the effects of shock and fatigue on personnel; the 

relative resourcefulness, initiative, and leadership cf the 

opposing ccmianders; the results of communication or cemmand 

control failure are not susceptible to guantification in 

that each war is urigue in its own right. The impact of 

these factors on war outcome is immense and very difficult, 

if not i^possitle, to estimate. Probably BALJEAM is the only 

cemputer war gaming model which allows for the consideration 

cf some cf these factors. Though the inclusion of these 

factors in a simulation or war gaming is essential to the 

adequate representation of battlefield reality, 

unfortunately, their ultimate impact is beyond the 

isaginaticn cf the huoan mind. 

The prcfclem cf data requirements fcr war gaming is 

ccmplex and complicated. Except where definite objectives 

have been established and guantitative data exist in some 

tangible form, the problem appears to be cf considerable 

magnitude and deserves a separate treatment. 
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»I.  iGGRSGAIICN 01 gOBCg§ 

It Has pciuted out in the preceeding chatter that the 

validation cf Lanchester's theory of combat had led to the 

enccuragcient of d€velopiient of sinulation and war gaaing 

■odels based en the enrichient and extension of that theory. 
Such develofient was clearly in response to the growing need 

foe such icdels in the field of lilitary analysis and 

decision lakicg. New the problem which remains to be solved 

is the acgiegaticn of forces when the forces involved on 

either or both sides are composed of more than one unit and 

arc above divisioc level. In the case of hoiogeneous forces 

(i.e. forces composed of identical units), the aggregation 

of forces is not a problem; however, in the case of 

nochomogeneccs forces, the problem is complicated and rather 

difficult. Several methodologies have been proposed and 

used to deal with the problem in the nonhctogeneous case. 

All of these methodologies represent steps in the right 

direction, but none provide a satisfactory solution tc the 

prcblem because each methodology has its strengths anc none 

lacks weaknesses. There is nc commonly accepted methodology 

in existerce. 

A.  HQTICBAI OMIT 

The concept cf notional unit (16) is one cf the several 

existing methodologies being used to address the prcblem of 

aggregaticn cf forces. The major strength of the approach 

is that it takes into account all the resources (personnel, 

eguipment and weapons) of a unit.  Though  there are other 
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factors to te considered, the approach appears to provide a 

reasonable approxiiation to the problea as far as major 

factors contributing to the capability of a unit is 

ccccerned. Eowever, the problem is: «hat values should be 

assigned to the different weapons or pieces of equipment in 

order tc arrive at a reasonable approximation tc the 

capability cf a unit? since the effectiveness of a weapon 

depends en the type of target against which it is used and 

the contribution of a piece of equipment depends en the 

ervironmett in which it is employed, the concept of notional 

units must he applied with special care and emphasis en the 

type of cemtat in which a unit is to be engaged and the 

envirenmest in which the unit will be fighting. 

£.  FIBEfCHEf SCORES 

The firepower scores approach appeals tc most military 

analysts because cf its simplicity and ease of application, 

(see Stockfisch (17) fcr a farther discussion of firepower 

scores and further references.) The relative firepower 

scores tc be assigned to each type of weapons are supposed 

to be based cc actual or experimental data with respect to a 

standard weapon. However, the problem seems elusive. How 

can the cortribution of a certain type of weapon to a 

■ilitary operation be isolated and singled out from the many 
weapon systems involved? Given this can be done, what 

firepower sccres should be assigned to a weapon considering 

the different types of targets against which a weapon nay be 

used? Fcr example, consider the firepower scores for a 90MM 

tank gun and a M14 rifle. If the {114 rifle is chosen as a 

standard weapon and assigned a value of 1, what value should 

be assigned to the 9011(1 tank gun? If lethality, rate of 

fire, mobility, protection, type of targets are considered, 

some basis of comparison exists and a value for the sonn 
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tank gun aaj k€ derived. Military experience and expertise 

and faiiliaiity with the weapons lay provide a professional 

judgement as to the reasonableness of the estinaticn, but 

this lay be as far as one can go. 

C.  IBS QSE CF SÄ1ILLITE HODELS 

In view cf the increased use of siaulation and war 

gaming techcigues in the analysis of nilitary probleis, it 

appears tc tbe authors that the solution to the prcfclei of 

aggregatico cf forces lies in the use of satellite acdels. 

CCMÄHEX (CCH1H Extended) and CABBOHETTE (a Honte Carlo 

sisulaticn cf battalion sized or lover units in ground 

ccabat) are examples of such models. COHANEX is a satellite 

model tc be used in conjunction with CABSONETTE, a high 

resolution combat simulation model. Data relating to 

weapons chaiacteristics, combat environment, mission, etc., 

for a particular mix of opposing forces are input to 

CABHONEIIE. CABMCMETTE performs a prespecified number of 

replicaticns cf tbe battle. It then output^, for each 

replication, a time-seguenced casualty history identifying 

the time at which a casualty occurred, the casualty type and 

the killer type. This output is, in turn, input to the 

CCMANBX which massages the data and outputs a set of 

Lanchester-tjfe parameters which represent, essentially, the 

kill rates fcr each firer/target combination in the battle. 

The paraieters are then used in DBS (Division Battle Kodel) 

ground cemfcat assessments. The advantage of this approach 

over traditional methodology based on weapon firepower 

sccres is that weapon and unit performance measures 

developed by CABBOHETTE reflect variations in the combat 

envircnoent, including the synergistic effects resulting 

frei the esplcyment of various cembinatiens cf weapons. 
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0.  TOE 1EPL2CATI0H Cf BONOEB'S APPROACH 18 EiLFBAH 

Ibougb EAIPBAK has the capability of baodling 

heterogeceous forces as well as honogeneous forces, in 

reality it is cnlj a hooogeneous model because of the 

aggregated fashion in which it handles heterogeneous fcices. 

Heterogeneous force in BA1PBAH refers to units froi the 

different cciponent Services cf the armed forces, namely, 

the Army, Aix force and Navy. Onits are classified into 

types as gxcond, air or naval according tc the Services to 

which they belcng. Units which belong to the same Service 

are treated as bomcgeneous though they may be equipped with 

weapons cf different characteristics such as lethality, late 

of fire, range, protection, etc. BALFBAH's definition of 

hcicgeneccs and heterogeneous forces is different frcm what 

is generally assumed by most operation researchers and 

lilitary analysts. For example, in his mathematical mcdels 

foi combat between two homogeneous forces. Prof. J. laylor 

defined bcacgeneous force to be a force composed of 

identical ucits. Gordon U. Clark defined heterogeneous 

force to be a force composed of weapons with different 

firepower, mobility, protection, and detection 

characteristics in the general context of land combat. 

Bonder extended Lancbester's original formulation of the 

linear ard scuare laws to incorporate target acguisition 

time, rate cf fire, and conditional kill probability in the 

calculation cf Lanchester-type attrition-rate coefficients. 

His deficiticn of homogeneous and heterogeneous forces was 

also in the ceceral context of land coibat and agrees with 

those of Prof. J. Taylor and Gordon H. Clark, fonder 

modeled tbe combat process in a detailed fashion while 

EAIFBAH in ac aggregated fashion. Bonder initially used the 

arlthmatic mean of the time required to destroy a target as 

tbe estimate of the Lanchester attrition-rate coefficient. 
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Bohever, this approach turned out to be matheiatically 

untractatle, and an explicit expression fcr the Lancbester 

attritioc-rate coefficient could not be obtained. Later 

Barfoot suggested using the haraonic aean of the tiae 

required tc destroy a target as the estiaate of the average 

attritico- rate coefficient. Bender modified bis fcraulation 

according tc £arfcct*s suggestion. 

Both EÄ1PBAH and Bonder's aodel are based on the 

extention and enrichaent of Lancbester's theory of ccatat. 

Bokcver, the underlying difference in the definition of 

hcacgenecos and heterogeneous forces led to different basic 

assuaptiens in the tuo nodels. As a result, the application 

of Bonder's approach in BilFRAB presented a greater 

challenge than aas originally anticipated. The differences 

in the levels of details covered in the tuo aodels further 

cciplicated the problem. The aaount of aork involved is 

beyond the.  scope of this paper. 
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711.     UMi BEaABKS 

The stud; of war will never becoie an exact science 

despite the stciviag efforts of operation researchers, 

scientists and «ilitary analysts. The sain reason is the 

inability of nan to predict bo« an individual will react in 

stressful and cangerpus combat situation. Another reason is 

the vast nuaber of variables present in a ccabat situation. 

These variables do not recur in fixed fashion, aiount, 

degree, or Heights of relative iaportacce. Therefore, 

although various kinds of wars have been fought in the past 

and aost likely «ill continue to be fought in the future, 

aan's understanding of the process of war will never be 

adeguate and ccaplete. 

In «an1« 9uest fpr insight into the process of var, both 

aatheaatical foraulation of coabat models and techniques of 

sinulaticn ard war gaming have been extensively used. In 

the area of mathematical models, substantial interest has 

been aaintained since Lanchester first published his 

mathematcial theory of warfare. Among the various methods 

suggested for the estimation of Lanchester— type attrition 

coefficients, this paper considered the Barkov-depeadent 

fire and Bender's and Clark's models in particular. Ic the 

area of simulation and war gaming, sophisticated technigues 

have bees increasingly employed. Now war gaming and 

siaulaticn have become standard practices in the analysis of 

military prcbleas. Of all the existing models, this paper 

discussed lAIFBAS in some detail and explored the 

feasibility of applying Bonder's methodology for the 

estimation cf Lanchester attrition—rate coefficients in 

EAIfBAH.  It was found that BALFBAH considers theater— level 
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ccibat in a i€ry aggregated fashion, while Bender's apprcach 

applies tc fire fights in a «ore detailed aanner. Thus, 

Benders «ethcdology is not directly applicable in an 

aggregated ccitat aodel such as BALFBAH, which aodels the 

ver; heterogeneous ccngloneiation of forces found in, for 

exaaple, a division pr a corps as a homogeneous force. 

Hence, apparently a different approach aast be used to 

estimate attrition-rate coefficients in such Lanchester-type 

force- planning acdels. This problea is a state-of-the-art 

prcblea in ccatat modelling, and further discussicn is 

beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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